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A.L.P. TALK - THE PREMIER, MR. D. DUNSTAN 
Broadcast Monday 10th June. 1970 

<513.7 

Good evening. 
The off-shore rights dispute between the States and the Commonwealth of Australia 
is a remarkable exercise of stubborness upon the part of the Prime Minister. Let 
me give you the background to the whole dispute. 
Both the States and the Commonwealth have rights off-shore. Precisely where the 
border line lies between the rights of the Commonwealth and the States, nobody 
really knows, because they are not clearly defined in the constitution of either. 
In consequence, it is possible to have overlapping and conflict in this area, and 

^^if any dispute as to where the precise dividing line lies is taken to court, then 
^^the result will be not just one court case, but a whole series of court cases in 

which a majority of High Court Judges will come down on one side or the other, in 
each case, and usually for different reasons, so that nobody has any very clear 
idea of what the law is from time to time on a whole series of matters. Indeed, 
everything that can take place below low water mark. 
Now, how in the world do you avoid this. 
The States and the Commonwealth in 1967 had achieved an agreement concerning off-
shore petrol and oil. The way they did this was to say - "Well, each of us will 
pass a law assuming that we have got the complete area of responsibility and each 
one of us will support the other's law-making rights. We will pass similar 
legislation in both the Commonwealth and the States. We will have a joint 
arrangement so that we agree between ourselves, how the thing is to be worked and 

^^ then nobody will have any means of bringing a court case to throw doubt upon the 
matter. The whole area will have been covered in the most feasible possible way, 
and we will by agreement, have worked out between ourselves, the best way to 
handle it both in the States and over-riding national interests." 
Now, that was a sensible way of doing things, we are the only Federal country 
that has ever worked out anything so sensible in the off-shore area, and every 
other one of the Western Federal countries, Canada, United States of America, 
Western Germany, has had great troubles in the courts trying to define who has 
what rights off-shore. Well now, it is to that situation that the Prime Minister 
has now turned. He says he wants the courts to define the precise area of responsibility 
of the State or Commonwealth off-shore, so he is going to pass a law that says 
Government has got the rights of the lot. The Commonwealth has complete sovereignty 
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he says, below low water marks, so that it can cover anything that it likes -
fisheries, harbours, jetties. What is done by local Government councils in 
controlling surf-board riding, water ski-ing, the operation of tug boats - all 
these things can be dealt with by the Commonwealth if it chooses and it will 
simply say to the States - "Well, you can legislate in such areas as we tell you 
you can. Among other things, you can be our servant on terms that we set forth 
to you." 
Now, of course, this is simply not going to be resolved quickly - he is inviting 
it all to be taken to the courts and the courts won't resolve it overnight. The 
courts will take between 10 and 20 years to come out with a doctrine over the 
matter, and in the meantime, nobody will know where they are. 
Now, it is over this that the dispute has arisen. The States have said to the 
Commonwealth - "Be sensible - let's co-operate, let's work out a joint scheme 
which safeguards the rights of the Commonwealth and the administration of the 
States, make certain that over-riding national concerns are maintained and that 
the needs of local people are also looked after. Let us do it in such a way that 
there will not be any need for anybody to go to a court, the whole thing will be 
defined by agreement and by legislation by both of us. We will co-operate with 
the Commonwealth in doing anything sensible in this area" and the Commonwealth 
has simply said - "No, we will not co-operate at all. Â decision is irrevocable. 
We are going to pass a law saying that we have got all the rights, and then fling 
it into the courts for them to determine the matter." 
This is just absurd. It is giving grave harm to Australia and the only conclusion 
one can come to, is that the Prime Minister is determined that this is how he is 
going to go, and as in so many other things, nobody is going to say him nay, no 
matter what the consequences to this country. 

Good night. 
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